Kevin McNeeley Consulting

A Certified Autonomic Professional with more than 20 years of experience studying the autonomic nervous system

Training technicians to get accurate results

“Kevin is our preferred autonomic trainer.” — Peggy Skinner, Exec. VP
WR Medical Equipment

Autonomic Equipment Training

- Impart the importance of how the technician can positively or negatively affect testing results.
- Help technicians understand the importance of lab setup.
- Help technicians understand the purpose of each test.
- How to communicate the tests correctly.
- How to use WR Medical Equipment to collect the data.
- Understand how to use the equipment to correctly calculate the data for physician interpretation.

Prepare technicians for the certified autonomic professional test

- As one of the individuals who helped create the certification test, I can give in-depth training on:
  - Methods of doing each test.
  - What system is tested.
  - How each test fits into the diagnosis puzzle.
  - Covering diagnosis and criteria for the diagnosis.

Available to substitute in autonomic labs

Available to speak at conferences regarding autonomic testing

WHAT INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS ARE SAYING...

“Kevin is a true leader in the field of autonomic technologists and autonomic testing. His unique skills in caring for his patients, performing accurate and technically excellent testing, and training other technologists make him ideally suited to teach all skills required in testing the autonomic nervous system. I cannot imagine anyone more qualified.”
- Thomas Chelimsky, MD
Medical College of Wisconsin

“Mr. McNeeley has demonstrated superior competency, exquisite patient care qualities and in-depth understanding of performing and teaching autonomic testing.”
- Kamal Chemali, MD
Sentara Healthcare System

“Kevin is a skilled expert in autonomic testing. I have had the privilege of being both his patient and his student. His ability to relay complex autonomic testing concepts to patients and medical professionals makes him a fantastic clinician and educator. His lectures during our annual conferences and physician education courses are always well attended.”
- Lauren Stiles, JD
Dysautonomia International
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